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SaaS (Software as a Service) is a
service model in which applications
and software are hosted by a thirdparty provider and made available
to you via the Cloud. Saas has been
growing in popularity due to the
ease in which software applications
can be deployed and accessed,
without businesses having to spend
their own time and resources on
installing, configuring, and updating
the software themselves. Simply put,

SaaS gives you access to the software
you need on demand for quicker.
So how exactly can SaaS benefit
you? At Pro OnCall, our SaaS
solution gives you direct access
to the latest innovations without
having to worry about purchasing
additional hardware or software.
That means you can stay focused on
your tasks without having to manage
technology to support your needs.

The Advantages
of SaaS
As companies seek better flexibility
and speed, the shift to SaaS has
become a catalyst for increased
application adoption and delivery.
Pro OnCall offers an advanced suite
of business-critical applications
using the SaaS model. Here are the
major perks of switching to SaaS:
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Save on Hardware
and Software Costs
Say goodbye to hidden fees and
unexpected upfront costs. When
your data and applications are
hosted in the Cloud, you no
longer need to purchase, install,
configure, or maintain additional
hardware or software. All of your
applications are hosted and delivered
in our secure and reliable Cloud
platform for a flat monthly rate.

Quick and Painless
Upgrades
You have enough on your plate as
it is. Don’t get overburdened by
having to take care of pesky software
updates, upgrades, and renewals
on your own. When you switch to
our SaaS model, we’ll proactively
take care of all that seamlessly,
providing ongoing maintenance to
keep your business up-and-running.

Fast and Easy Adoption
Selecting and deploying new business
applications the traditional way
may take weeks or even months.
On top of that, you may have
questions about the integration left
unanswered. With Pro OnCall’s SaaS
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solutions, users are able to access
their applications and data through
a secure Internet connection, and
we provide ongoing 24/7 support.

“ SaaS (Software as a

Service) is a service
model in which
applications and
software are hosted by
a third-party provider
and made available to
you via the Cloud. ”
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The Pro OnCall SaaS
Delivery Model
Pro OnCall strives to implement the
best technology solutions for the
specific needs of your business. Ready
to discuss your technology needs with
one of our experienced consultants?
We’ll meet with you to see how we can
best assist your business, answering
any of your questions and providing
guidance every step of the way.
Contact us today to get started.

Contact Us
(800) 362-6300
Corporate Headquarters
12125 Ellington Court
Cincinnati, OH 45249
(513) 489-7660
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Cleveland Office
5145 Brecksville
Rd., Suite 205
Richfield, OH 44286
(440) 526-2500

Columbus Office
281 Cramer Creek
Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 761-1400

Dayton Office
733 Congress Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45459
(937) 294-5900

